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ABSTRACT:
Shadow is one of the basic features of remote sensing image, it expresses a lot of information of the object which is loss or
interference, and the removal of shadow is always a difficult problem to remote sensing image processing. In this paper, it is mainly
analyzes the characteristics and properties of shadows from the ghost image (traditional orthorectification) . The DBM and the
interior and exterior orientation elements of the image are used to calculate the zenith angle of sun. Then this paper combines the
scope of the architectural shadows which has be determined by the zenith angle of sun with the region growing method to make the
detection of architectural shadow areas. This method lays a solid foundation for the shadow of the repair from the ghost image later.
It will greatly improve the accuracy of shadow detection from buildings and make it more conducive to solve the problem of urban
large-scale aerial imagines.
1. INTRODUCTION
1

With the rapid development of space technology and remote
sensing technology, The application of high resolution aerial
image is more and more extensive. In the process of aerial
image imaging, tall buildings, trees and other objects have a
serious impact on the quality of the image (Zhou, 2004, 2005a).
Therefore, in the image, there are shadows of tall buildings,
trees, etc., which restrict the effective use of aerial images.The
shadow not only has serious influence on the automatic
detection of the objects, image recognition and classification,
image pattern matching, but also affects the integrity of image
digital information.In dynamic real-time monitoring, the
shadow is more likely to make the target image and target
fusion error. Early in the middle and late twentieth Century a
large number of domestic and foreign scholars began to work
on processing the shadows of aerial images. These methods can
be divided into two categories: one is based on the model and
the other is based on the nature of the shadow. In the first class,
the model refers to the three-dimensional geometry of the scene
and the known information of the light source, then calculating
the shadow region (Zhou, 2005). However, the 3D structure of
the light source and scene is not easy to obtain, thus the
limitations of these methods are large relatively.The second
type is more universal, identifying shadows by analyzing the
properties of shadows in terms of width, geometry and
color.The second type of methods has a wide range of
application.However, this kind of shadow detection method is
still insufficient, which is a method of different features about
the colour and the ability to adapt to the image of resolution is
poor. The method which is based on texture feature need to use
the pixel digital number around it to calculate the result, the
influence factors of shadow are numerous, different regions are
different, some parameters are difficult. the selection of optimal
threshold will affect the shadow detection; The method which

is based on the edge feature, it is not only the edges of the
shadow are needed, but also the feature points and coordinates
of the architectural edges may be needed. The real shadow
edges need to be distinguished from all the edges (Liu, 2012; Li,
2004, 2005b; Valo, 2008). In this paper the method of shadow
detection is the first method.The method is based on digital
buildings model, and the model provided by the structure of the
three dimensional space information (Barazzetti, 2010; Deng,
2015). These interior and exterior orientation elements of
original image are combined to calculate the zenith angle of
sun, then the scope of the shadows from the buildings will be
gained.The regional growth method is used to determine the
shadow region accurately.The experimental results show that
this method can greatly improve the efficiency and precision of
shadow detection (Rau, 2002). The method also makes it more
conducive to solve the problem of urban large-scale aerial
imagines.
2. GHOST IMAGERY

Because the traditional orthorectification is the process of
correcting the local presence of point displacement, in the
process of orthorectification. The image points are resampled
and distributed according to the location of each grid from the
DSM. The process of gray-scale resampling is determined
based on the grayscale value which is near the image point
from this image. But, in fact, the architectural wall which is
vertical to the ground on the orthophoto there is no image when
the process of ortho-rectificationis carried out to the part of the
building walls, that is to say, in the process of orthorectification,
the image of the building is just has its roof (through
orthorectification, the roof of the building will be correctted to
the image in the correct position according to architectural
geographic space position from its DSM, and then processing it
by the gray resampling method, forming the correct location of
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building roof image in the orthoimage). In the original image,
because of the influence of perspective projection, the wall of
the building will also be imaged in the image, and this part of
the wall will not be detected by penetrating the correct process,
therefore, the wall of the building has shade on the ground or
low-rise building also leds to the building has its ghosting
phenomenon in the orthoimage, this phenomenon is called the
ghost image (Zhou, 2017). As shown in the Figure 1.
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A wall of the building corresponds to a boundary in the shaded
area, since the wall is perpendicular to the ground.The principle
is shown in the Figure 2. Therefore, the Zenith angle of sun α is
calculated as follow:
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Figure 1. Ghost image
3. SHADOW DETECTION
The shadows of the buildings are mainly the shading of the tall
buildings on the ground from the sunlight, and the darker areas
are produced in the corresponding position. The shadow can be
regarded as a special kind of noise, or it can be understood as a
special form of image degradation, which is the distortion of
the building target information in the shadow area.The shadow
is divided into umbra and self-shadow. Since the part of the
architectural wall is not visible in the positive projective image,
this paper mainly carries out experimental analysis on the
umbra of the building (Zhou, 2016). The paper mainly
calculates the zenith angle of sun through the DBM and the
interior and exterior orientation elements. In order to determine
the shadow range of the buildings, the coordinates of the
shaded boundary needed to be calculated. In the end, the region
growing method is used to determine the shadow region
accurately.
3.1 The Calculation of the Zenith Angle of Sun
The sunlight is parallel, so the zenith angle of sun to each
building target in the same image is the same constant value.
According to the interior and exterior orientation elements of
the original image and the digital building model of it. We can
get the earth coordinate of one point A is:
a1 x  a 2 y  a 3 f
 Xs
c1 x  c 2 y  c 3 f
b1 x  b 2 y  b 3 f
YA  ( ZA  ZS )
 YS
c1 x  c 2 y  c 3 f
ZA  Z 0
XA  ( Z A  Z S )

(1)

Figure 2. The zenith angle of the sun β and the altitude angle of
the sun α; h is the height of the building; L is the length of the
shadow (Zhou, 2015)
3.2 The calculation of shadow boundary coordinates
According to the theory that the sun's rays are parallel, the rays
of the sun's rays are parallel to the ground. And assuming the
direction vector is (0, 1)，That's the Angle between the positive
and the north is β:

  arccos
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2
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(5)
2

After determining the C point coordinates by α，β, the collinear
equation is used to solve the position coordinate of the image
point α:
a1( XC  XS )  b1(YC  YS )  c1(Z 0  ZS )
a3( XC  XS )  b3(YC  YS )  c3(Z 0  ZS )
a2( XC  XS )  b2(YC  YS )  c2(Z 0  ZS )
ya   f
a3( XC  XS )  b3(YC  YS )  c3(Z 0  ZS )

xa   f

(6)

Then the boundary coordinates of all the buildings in the range
are calculated to determine the shaded region.

Using the digital building model the length of L and the height
of the building can be calculated:
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This experiment to extract the roofs of the ghost image, and
then determine the shaded area boundary and 8 connected
region growing method is used to obtain all shadow region
within the image points and will get the grey value of image
point is set to 0. In the end ,the extract the ghost image roof
overlaid on the image.
4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Figure 3. The shaded regionof all the buildings in the range
3.3 Region Growing Method

The section is the experiment and results of the shadow
detection which contrasts the different methods to prove our
method accurate. The experimental field is located in
downtown Denver, Colorado. The original aerial image from
one flight strips were acquired using an RC30 aeria. The aerial
images (dv1119) covers the downtown area with approximately
65% endlap and 30% sidelap. The final experimental result is
shown in the Figure 5.

The basic idea of regional growing method is to assemble the
pixels of the similarity from the region.Firstly, it needs to find a
seed pixel as the growth of seven points, and then the
neighborhood pixels have the same or similarity with the seed
quality (according to the pre-determined growth or similarity
criterion to determine) incorporated into the seed pixels in the
area.The new pixel continues to grow as a seed, until the pixels

Figure 5. The final experimental result

Figure 4. The region growth method gets the image points in
the shadow region

Figure 6. The shadowed of
the original image

Figure 7. The shadow region
of regional growth method

A large number of experimental results show: the detection
result of the Figure 7 has the value of gray value in the shadow
region of the shadow region. It can be seen that the method of
the Figure 8 can effectively detect the shadow area of a single
building. But the test results still contained non-shadow objects.
Therefore, the detection accuracy of the method used in this
paper is higher than other methods (Figure 9). From the above
data, it can be seen that the method mentioned in this paper
greatly improves the precision of shadow detection.

Comparing several methods, the experimental results of this
paper are as follows.The Figure 6 is a building in the original
image and its shadowed area. The Figure 7 is the results of
regional growth in the shadow region of the building.The
Figure 8 calculate the boundary coordinates of the shadow
region of the building based on the DBM geometry method.
The Figure 9 is the purposes of this article.

Figure 8. The shadow based
on the DBM geometry
method

Figure 9. The result of
the method used in this
article

5. CONCLUSION
By comparing the original image of shadow zone with the
shadow region of regional growth method and the shadow
based on the DBM geometry method, we can know that our
method will greatly improve the accuracy of building shadow
detection. The result of this study would be useful for the
automatic detection of the objects, image recognition and
classification, image pattern matching, as well as the result of
this study also can improve the integrity of the digital
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information from the image and make it more conducive to solve
the problem of urban large-scale aerial imagines.
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